THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A SUCCESSFUL
PROCUREMENT TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMATION

1

SELECT THE
“RIGHT SOLUTION”

Through the development of an effective business case
its critical to determine the business needs/wants,
solution options, total cost, impact to company,
timing and ROI.

DEVELOP BUSINESS-TO-SOLUTION
REQUIREMENTS

EXAMINE READINESS
AND STRATEGY FOR CHANGE

FORMALLY EVALUATE
THE OPTIONS

Ensure that there have been
comprehensive eﬀorts to assess the
current state business processes and
pain points in an eﬀort to design
improved future state processes that
will allow the solution to be eﬀective.

Taking time to truly understand
what it takes to implement a
new solution, such as technical
capacity, user perspective,
stakeholder buy-in and
competing priorities.

Avoid taking a biased
view or falling for the
“pitch” about solution
capability; execute a
formal strategic
sourcing approach

EFFICIENTLY CONFIGURE
THE SOLUTION MODULES

VALIDATE THE EFFECTIVENESS
BEFORE GO-LIVE

PREPARE
THE USERSHIP

Most solutions reach peek of
eﬀectiveness when
conﬁgured based on “true”
business process vs ‘cookie
cutter’ approach often used as a
cost savings measure

Avoid the pitfalls of
ﬁxes, workarounds and
user complaints by
conducting truly ‘user’
acceptance tests

Ensuring the organization
knows what's coming,
why and what to expect
goes a long way to
achieving adoption

3

DEPLOY WITH SUSTAINABILITY
AS “TOP PRIORITY”

Keeping the end-user and impact to the organization
a topline focus provides for the highest degree of
success in getting the program adopted long-term.
Avoid marking the ’Go-Live’ as the success metric.

2

BUILD ACCORDING
TO A “PLAN”

Have a formal roadmap that depicts the solution module
deployments, impacted users, needs for technical
involvement, stakeholder participation, dedicated PMO
and solution provider acknowledgement.

ACCELERATE ADOPTION
WITH LEARNING

CONTINUOUS VOICE
OF THE CUSTOMER

PRE-LAUNCH USER
HELP DESK SUPPORT

OPTIMIZE
THE PROGRAM

End-users embrace solutions
vis-à-vis training tools that
emulate their “real-job”

Provide the usership
with a variety of portals
for 2-way collaboration

Ensure there is a
bona-ﬁde support model
and protocols at the ready

Develop sensible
metrics for eﬀective
monitoring and
improvement

